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Manage your team, code and share matches
and practices videos, exchange data with your staff
and players, customize your practices according to
the statistics collected, communicate
with your staff and players through the calendar
and instant messaging.
All of these amazing features are available
and many more!

With Perfbook, you no longer need to have multiple subscriptions: Perfbook is the only
application that allows for the centralization of all data necessary to manage your team.
From sport monitoring to video encoding, including medical and administrative aspects,
Perfbook has it all!
Share all the information with your partners involved in improving your performance in a
click! Whatever you needs are in terms of sport management, Perfbook will meet them.

Video
Direct coding in the app
Customizable coding
Accounting with a third-party
application
Data centralization
Synchronization and combined
analysis
Unlimited storage (angles,
sizes, number and duration)
Coding specific to the
request
Multimodal video sharing
Viewing on computers or
smartphones

Athlete
Analysis of the results
Wellness management
Injury preventions (RPE, FMS)
Recovery
Physical and psychological
follow-up
Medical follow-up (HDS certified)
Technical and academic follow-up

Agenda
Modularity
On demand customization
Tailor-made price formulas
Android and Apple compatible app

Performance
Results and statistics management
Decision-making assistance
RPE, KPI
Import of GPS, GREEN, POLAR data
Chronic / acute ratio

Personalized Calendar
Scheduling of games, practices and
meetings
Attendance and statistics monitoring
Sporting event organization

Data sharing
Data sharing
Integrated messaging
Unlimited video and document sharing
Administrative follow-up

Video
Neither teams nor athletes can do without video to code, analyze
and improve their gestures and actions.
This is why Perfbook’s video features:
Coding:
 capture module directly in the app allows you to code your videos or those
A
that have been shared with you, without using any other paid software.
A powerful coding tool to improve the performance of individual and / or
collective actions through the creation of custom coding tags.
Compatibility:
Compatibility and synchronization with all third-party applications:

TechXV, HudlSportscode, Nacsports, Dartfish, Angles, Green, DataVolley,
Click&Scout, Fieldwiz, Mercury, etc.
Data fil import (CSV, XML, XLS, PDF), and application coding (Easy Tag for
example).
Centralization of all data from connected devices (GPS, Polar, Jump systems,
etc.).
Coding on demand, according to your specific needs.
Storage and multiple vantage point capture:
Unlimited storage space. You can import, code, store and share the videos of
your training and games without any limitation to size, quantity or duration.
All capture angles available, with time delays for a better analysis of the
actions.

Synchronization and analysis:
Synchronization of all the different angles of the match or training directly in
the app.
Simultaneous selection of numerous matches to perform combined
analysis on a player or a type of action.
Quick playback and movement speed in videos for on-demand viewing of
action and angle change without latency.
Import :
 dd and share comments at key moments in the video.
A
Import documents attached to the videos (game sheets, statistics, GPS
reports, etc.).
Sharing :
Local sharing of videos or video playlist with players and staff, in bulk or
personalized mailings.
Sharing with external persons, non-users by email.
Ability to share videos and playlists with the Perfbook community.
Videos are compatible in different media formats. They can be viewed on
a computer, tablet or smartphone (Apple or Android).

Athlete tracking
Perfbook allows you to centralize all aspects of performance in a
single application: sports, human, medical, administrative, etc.
Whether you’re an athlete, a coach, performance analyst, team manager, medical
staff, physical trainer, mental trainer, administrative staff, teacher, sport science
expert, and many more, Perfbook guarantees access and sharing of essential
information.
A
 nalysis of results: sports synthesis in the form of graphics to allow for
simplified decision-making and the personalization of training sessions.
W
 ell-being management: psychological follow-up through customizable
questionnaires.
P
 hysical monitoring: analysis of weight evolution, maximum aerobic speed
(MAS), weight training performance, medical monitoring (HDS certified
health data host), etc.
Injury prevention: functional movement assessment (FMS), personalized
recovery plans.
P
 layer availability monitoring: injuries leading to sports or non-sports-related
injuries, vacations, illnesses, National team selection, etc.
A
 cademic follow-up for athletes in training centers.
P
 roduction and sharing of interview reports.

Agenda
The life of a club, a team, an athlete, a training center or a federation
is far from being a slow, gentle ride.
You have to juggle training sessions, competitions, meetings, debriefing, organizing
sporting events, etc. Not to mention that all of this organization is multiplied with the
number of employees and athlete involved!
To simplify your daily business, Perfbook is organized in a useful agenda that
centralizes all necessary information and allows access to the details of each event.
Perfbook lets you have everything in one place:
A personalized calendar for each team member and staff.
The possibility to schedule matches, trainings and meetings for all
applicable participants in one click.
A follow-up tool for attendance and statistics of players.
A tool to facilitate the organization of sporting events at all levels of
competition.
N
 otifications to warn your employees and athletes of upcoming events.
A library of exercises for strength training, functional training, cardiac
coherence, etc. with the possibility for training plans.

Sharing
Collecting data and videos are good but knowing how to use them
and share them with staff members and athletes who need them in
the course of their work is even better!
Moreover, if your staff members and athletes are able to communicate directly with
each other about the data and video shared it allows your whole organization to
function better!
Perfbook offers all of the following in one single app:
The ability to share videos and documents in a personalized way for each
team member and staff member. Therefore, everyone can easily consult the
information they need.
A secure access to shared data and videos.
An integrated messaging system, linked to the agenda for a fluidity of
information.
Simplification of administrative and accounting follow-up thanks to data
sharing.

Performance
And what about performance?
All the amazing features that Perfbook has to offer in one single app can make
some forget that it is, above all, an effective tool for managing a team or an athlete’s
performance thanks to:
A centralized management of results and statistics.
A decision-making tool thanks to graphical representation of imported or
entered data.
A follow-up of the athletes’ state of fitness thanks to the perceived level of
effort (RPE).
Determination and monitoring of the evolution of Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs) based on identified factors that are important to the team
or athlete.
A
 utomatic sport monitoring, thanks to the compatibility with connected
objects, or manual monitoring, thanks to the questionnaires.
Import of GPS, GREEN, POLAR, etc. data from third party connected devices
that allow you to observe the evolution, needs, strengths and weaknesses of
your players.
O
 ptimization of training sessions thanks to the chronic/acute ratio
functionality.
T echnical follow-ups thanks to self-evaluation questionnaires available to the
athletes and their coaches simultaneously.
The sharing of individual exercise sheets, adapted to the needs of each
athlete.

Modularity
Digital technologies are evolving at a fast pace.
Perfbook guarantees you unrivalled modularity and compatibility, as well as the
constant addition of new features to help you face your everyday problems.
Modularity according to Perfbook is:
The centralization of data from third-party applications or software.
O
 n demand customization of Perfbook, according to your specific needs.
Two custom pricing formulas, which adapt to the number of monitored
players and teams and your functional needs.
An Android and Apple compatible app.

Pro or amateur team, training center for young players,
high-level athlete or athlete simply wishing to improve
their performance, federation or sports association,
Perfbook contains all the features you will need to make
you thrive.
Contact us for further information:

contact@perfbook.fr
Jean-Pascal : + 33 6 26 97 59 01

perfbook.fr
in
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